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In Elizabethan England a dastardly Spanish plot to take over the throne is uncovered and it's up to Agent Archie Noble to save
Queen and country.
A new edition of a classic and a commemoration of William Faulkner's visit to West Point forty years ago
'Between grief and nothing I will take grief' In New Orleans in 1937, a man and woman embark on a headlong flight into the
wilderness of illicit passion, fleeing her husband and the temptations of respectability. In Mississippi ten years earlier, a convict
sets forth across a flooded river, risking his one chance at freedom to rescue a pregnant woman. From these separate stories
Faulkner composes a symphony of deliverance and damnation, survival and self-sacrifice, a novel in which elemental danger is
juxtaposed with fatal injuries of the spirit.
From the author of the famous ‘Flashman Papers’ and the ‘Private McAuslan’ stories.
From the wars of King Edward I until the union of the two crowns under the Stuarts, the Border Marches of England and Scotland
were torn by a vicious cycle of raid, reprisal and feud. It bred a ruthless and resourceful people - at once professional thieves and
skilled guerrilla soldiers.
Edited by the author's grandson, the novelist Matthew Yorke, and with an Introduction by John Updike, this book is an excellent
selection of Henry Green's uncollected writings. It includes a number of outstanding stories never previously published, written
during the '20s and '30s ("Bees", "Saturday", "Excursion", and the remarkable "Mood" among them). It contains a highly
entertaining account of Green's service in the London Fire Brigade during the War; a short play written in the 1950s; and a
selection of his journalism, including revelatory articles about the craft of writing, a marvellous evocation of Venice, a description of
falling in love, reviews which illuminate his literary enthusiasm and the entertaining interview with Terry Southern for the Paris
Review. It is rounded off with a biographical memoir by Green's son, Sebastian Yorke. Fascinating and invaluable as an
introduction to Green, Surviving casts new light on his work and illustrates the many facets of this exceptional writer, one of the
two most important English novelists of his time.
This postbellum Greek tragedy is the perfect introduction to Faulkner’s elaborate descriptive syntax. Quentin Compson and
Shreve, his Harvard roommate, are obsessed with the tragic rise and fall of Thomas Sutpen. As a poor white boy, Sutpen was
turned away from a plantation owner's mansion by a black butler. From then on, he was determined to force his way into the upper
echelons of Southern society. His relentless will ensures his ambitions are soon realised; land, marriage, children, his own troop to
fight in the Civil War... but Sutpen returns from the conflict to find his estate in ruins and his family collapsing. Secrets from his own
past threaten to ruin the lives of his children and destroy everything he has worked for.
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Owen Mackenzie's life story abounds with sin and seduction, domesticity and debauchery. His marriage to his college sweetheart
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is quickly followed by his first betrayal and he embarks upon a series of affairs. His pursuit of happiness, in a succession of small
towns from Pennsylvania to Massachusetts, brings him to the edge of chaos, from which he is saved by a rescue that carries its
own fatal price.
'This is travel writing at its best.' Katherine Norbury, Observer An Observer Book of the Year His father Brian taught Rory Stewart
how to walk, and walked with him on journeys from Iran to Malaysia. Now they have chosen to do their final walk together along
'the Marches' - the frontier that divides their two countries, Scotland and England. Brian, a ninety-year-old former colonial official
and intelligence officer, arrives in Newcastle from Scotland dressed in tartan and carrying a draft of his new book You Know More
Chinese Than You Think. Rory comes from his home in the Lake District, carrying a Punjabi fighting stick which he used when
walking across Afghanistan. On their six-hundred-mile, thirty-day journey - with Rory on foot, and his father 'ambushing' him by car
- the pair relive Scottish dances, reflect on Burmese honey-bears, and on the loss of human presence in the British landscape. On
mountain ridges and in housing estates they uncover a forgotten country crushed between England and Scotland: the Middleland.
They cross upland valleys which once held forgotten peoples and languages - still preserved in sixth-century lullabies and
sixteenth-century ballads. The surreal tragedy of Hadrian's Wall forces them to re-evaluate their own experiences in the Iraq and
Vietnam wars. The wild places of the uplands reveal abandoned monasteries, border castles, secret military test sites and newly
created wetlands. They discover unsettling modern lives, lodged in an ancient land. Their odyssey develops into a history of
nationhood, an anatomy of the landscape, a chronicle of contemporary Britain and an exuberant encounter between a father and a
son. And as the journey deepens, and the end approaches, Brian and Rory fight to match, step by step, modern voices,
nationalisms and contemporary settlements to the natural beauty of the Marches, and a fierce absorption in tradition in their own
unconventional lives.
The cruellest master is named REVENGE. Nat Bell is a farmer, a family man and an uncompromising hunter. When he is wronged
irrevocably by the new revolutionary government, he is consumed by a need for vengeance. Bell's ambitious and intelligent
savagery will intertwine his destiny with that of the country's new leader. A man who is in the midst of his own battle to protect the
ideology that brought his party to power. As civil war ignites in the border counties of England and an independent Scotland wades
into the fight, can Nat resist the devil that is hatred and protect his daughter from the futility of war...
Guidebook to the Reivers Route, a 173 mile (280km) coast-to-coast cycle route across northern England and into Scotland from
Tynemouth to Whitehaven. Exploring the rich history of traditional border territory, it is suitable for cyclists of all abilities and most
commonly tackled on hybrid or sturdy touring bikes. Road alternatives are available.
A landmark in American fiction, Light in August explores Faulkner's central theme: the nature of evil. Joe Christmas - a man
doomed, deracinated and alone - wanders the Deep South in search of an identity, and a place in society. After killing his
perverted God-fearing lover, it becomes inevitable that he is pursued by a lynch-hungry mob. Yet after the sacrifice, there is new
life, a determined ray of light in Faulkner's complex and tragic world.
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Reproduction of the original: Border Raids and Reivers by Robert Borland
The European Union has collapsed. Countries are shaken to the core by the economic and political fallout. Europe is split between
the Capitalist ‘Scandinavian Arc’ in the north and a post-capitalist ‘Southern Bloc’ in the south.
Annella MacAdam loved a lie and didn’t know it. Mitchell Fallon was the lie … and knew it. When their world imploded, he walked
away leaving her shattered and alone. Three years later, Annella is confronted with the man who broke her heart and destroyed
her world. Against her will, and for the sake of her small sons and the safety of her family, she must allow him back into her life
and worse, into her home but Annella swears to keep him at arm’s length … and never trust him again. SARCIS Detective Senior
Sergeant, Mitchell Fallon, is forced to face the consequences of his betrayal and abandonment of Annella MacAdam when he is
directed to work on her property to locate stolen livestock and bust a gang of reivers. When Annella’s father is released from
prison, the crime wave intensifies. A steer, slaughtered by Midnight Butchers, a spy drone targeting Annella, ice and a restless
ghost become features of Mitchell’s investigation. Conflicted by a resurgence of harrowing memories and emotions, Annella and
Mitchell form an uneasy alliance as they deal with a small community wracked by drought, debt and drugs.
Stretching from the North Sea to the Solway Firth, the Border region has a sharply diverse landscape and was a battleground for over 300
years as the English and Scottish monarchs encouraged their subjects to conduct raids across their respective borders. This Warrior title will
detail how this narrow strip of land influenced the Borderer's way of life in times of war. Covering every aspect of militant life, from the choice
of weapons and armour to the building of fortified houses, this book gives the readers a chance to understand what it must have been like to
live life in a late-medieval war zone.
Seven dramatic stories which reveal Faulkner's compassionate understanding of the Deep South. His characters are humble people who live
out their lives within the same small circle of the earth, who die unrecorded. Their epitaphs make a fitting introduction to one of the great
American writers of the century.
In the space between nations, nothing is out of bounds. 1542. For centuries the Scottish and English borders were known as the Debatable
lands: wild, lawless, and the province of reivers, tight-knit robber families that roamed and pillaged the remote passes without fear... Fifteenyear-old Mintie Henderson has just seen her father murdered. With the Scottish King newly dead and an army of hired reivers on the march,
justice is in short supply. Then she comes across Batty Coalhouse: one-armed and hard as nails. Together they will set out on a journey of
revenge. But they are soon caught up in something bigger, a tale of Mary Queen of Scots and King Henry VIII. Stuck in the heart of a
tempest, they know only one way to get out alive... Fight. Dark, brutal and utterly unforgettable, this is a triumphant novel from a modern
master, perfect for fans of Conn Iggulden, Bernard Cornwell and Christian Cameron.
Highly readable...a lively, clear style.' - Northern History This is the story of the border: a place of beginnings and endings, of differences and
similarities. It is the story of England and Scotland, told not from the remoteness of London or Edinburgh or in the tired terms of national
histories, but up close and personal, toe to toe and eyeball to eyeball across the tweed, the Cheviots, the Esk and the tidal races of the upper
Solway. This is a tale told in blood, fun and granite-hard memory. This is the story of an ancient place; where hunter-gatherers penetrated
into the virgin interior, where Celtic warlords ruled, the Romans came but could not conquer, where the glittering kingdom of Northumbria
thrived, the place where David MacMalcolm raised great abbeys, where the Border Reivers rode into history, and where Walter Scott sat at
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Abbotsford and brooded on the area's rich and historic legacy.
Here is a classic collection from one of America’s greatest authors. Though these short stories have universal appeal, they are intensely
local in setting. With the exception of “Turn About,” which derives from the time of the First World War, all these tales unfold in a small town
in Mississippi, William Faulkner’s birthplace and lifelong home. Some stories—such as “A Rose for Emily,” “The Hound,” and “That Evening
Sun”—are famous, displaying an uncanny blend of the homely and the horrifying. But others, though less well known, are equally colorful and
characteristic. The gently nostalgic “Delta Autumn” provides a striking contrast to “Dry September” and “Barn Burning,” which are intensely
dramatic. As the editor, Saxe Commins, states in his illuminating Foreword: “These eight stories reflect the deep love and loathing, the
tenderness and contempt, the identification and repudiation William Faulkner has felt for the traditions and the way of life of his own portion of
the world.”
To most outsiders, the hills of the Scottish Borders are a bleak and foreboding space - usually made to represent the stigmatized Other, Ad
Finis, by the centers of power in Edinburgh, London, and Brussels. At a time when globalization seems to threaten our sense of place, people
of the Scottish borderlands provide a vivid case study of how the being-in-place is central to the sense of self and identity. Since the end of
the thirteenth century, people living in the Scottish Border hills have engaged in armed raiding on the frontier with England, developed
capitalist sheep farming in the newly united kingdom of Great Britain, and are struggling to maintain their family farms in one of the marginal
agricultural rural regions of the European Community. Throughout their history, sheep farmers living in these hills have established an abiding
sense of place in which family and farm have become refractions of each other. Adopting a phenomenological perspective, this book
concentrates on the contemporary farming practices - shepherding, selling lambs and rams at auctions - as well as family and class relations
through which hill sheep fuse people, place, and way of life to create this sense of being-at-home in the hills.
A study of William Faulkner's final phase as a period in which he faced up to America's rigid protocols of racial ideology This study argues
that Faulkner's writings about racial matters interrogated rather than validated his racial beliefs and that, in the process of questioning his own
ideology, his fictional forms extended his reach as an artist. After winning the Nobel Prize in 1950, Faulkner wrote what critics term "his later
novels." These have been almost uniformly dismissed, with the prevailing view being that as he became a more public figure, his fiction
became a platform rather than a canvas. Within this context Faulkner on the Color Line redeems the novels in the final phase of his career by
interpreting them as Faulkner's way of addressing the problem of race in America. They are seen as a series of formal experiments Faulkner
deliberately attempted as he examined the various cultural functions of narrative, most particularly those narratives that enforce American
racial ideology. The first chapters look at the ways in which the ability to assert oneself verbally informs matters of individual and cultural
identity in both the widely studied works of Faulkner's major phase and those in his later career. Later chapters focus on the last works,
providing detailed readings of Intruder in the Dust, Requiem for a Nun, the Snopes trilogy, A Fable, and The Reivers. The book examines
Faulkner as he confronted the vexing questions of race in these novels and assesses the identity of Faulkner as the Nobel Prize winner who
claimed on many occasions that he was "tired," maybe "written out." In his decision not to speak in the identity of the black people
represented in his fiction, in his decision to write instead about the complexities of all racial constructions, he produced a host of characters
suffering within the rigid protocols on race that had been enforced in America for centuries. As a private, white individual, he could never be
other than what he was. Rather than attempt to reconcile Faulkner the public man with the private one, however, this study concludes that
through his fiction Faulkner the artist questioned himself and came to understand others across the color line. Theresa M. Towner is
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Associate Dean for Undergraduate Studies in the School of Arts and Humanities at the University of Texas in Dallas.
Faulkner's final novel is a tale of three Mississippi travellers. Ned, Boon and young Lucius travel to Memphis in a stolen car to find love and
fortune. Once there, Ned trades in the car for a racehorse, Lucius comes of age, and Boon sets about trying to win the heart of a prostitute
named 'Miss Corrie'.
Woven around true events, an adventure story based in Carlisle and the Borders during the Great War. The story of an ageing Border
Reiver’s last raid before peace descends on the Borders until, with the coming of war, a new raider emerges whose acts of violence and
terror leave a new generation of families ‘bereaved’.
Lloyd Jones' new novel is set mainly in a small village on Bougainville, a country torn apart by civil war. Matilda attends the school set up by
Mr Watts, the only white man on the island. By his own admission he's not much of a teacher and proceeds to educate the children by
reading them Great Expectations. Matilda falls in love with the novel, strongly identifying with Pip. The promise of the next chapter is what
keeps her going; Pip's story protects her from the horror of what is happening around her - helicopters menacing the skies above the village
and rebel raids on the ground. When the rebels visit the village searching for any remaining men to join their cause, they discover the name
Pip written in the sand and instigate a search for him. When Pip can't be found the soldiers destroy the book. Mr Watts then encourages the
children to retell the story from their memories. Then when the rebels invade the village, the teacher tells them a story which lasts seven
nights, about a boy named Pip, and a convict . . .
This is a beautiful, moving tale from the bestselling author of the "Flashman Papers".
The brainchild of bestselling author Alexander McCall Smith, historian Alistair Moffat and artist Andrew Crummy, the Great Tapestry of
Scotland is an outstanding celebration of thousands of years of Scottish history and achievement, from the end of the last Ice Age to Dolly the
Sheep. Like the Bayeux tapestry, the Great Tapestry of Scotland has been created on embroidered cloth, and is annotated in English, Gaelic,
Scots and Latin. This book, with a foreword by Alexander McCall Smith, tells the story of this unique undertaking - one of the biggest
community arts projects ever to take place in Scotland - and reproduces in full colour a selection of the panels from the completed tapestry,
together with descriptive and explanatory material. It is published to coincide with the completion of the tapestry in August 2013. See
www.scotlandstapestry.com for further details.
If you have a reiver name, or suspect your ancestors were just a load of villains up to no good, then this well researched and lavishly
illustrated book could just confirm your worst fears!
The Debatable Land was an independent territory which used to exist between Scotland and England. It is the oldest detectable territorial
division in Great Britain. At the height of its notoriety, it was the bloodiest region in the country, and preoccupied the monarchs and
parliaments of England, Scotland and France. After most of its population was slaughtered or deported, it became the last part of Great
Britain to be conquered and brought under the control of a state. Today, it has vanished from the map and no one knows exactly where and
what it was. When Graham Robb moved to a lonely house on the very edge of England, he discovered that the river which almost surrounded
his new home had once marked the Debatable Land’s southern boundary. Under the powerful spell of curiosity, Robb began a journey – on
foot, by bicycle and into the past – that would uncover lost towns and roads, shed new light on the Dark Age, reveal the truth about this
maligned patch of land, and lead to more than one discovery of major historical significance. For the first time – and with all of his customary
charm, wit and literary grace – Graham Robb, prize-winning author of The Discovery of France, has written about his native country. The
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Debatable Land is an epic and energetic book that takes us from 2016 back to an age when neither England nor Scotland could be imagined
to reveal a crucial, missing piece in the puzzle of British history.
This is a page-turning history, lucidly written, and it is enhanced by a selection of five famous Border ballads. One of the best reads of the
year, without doubt' - Hamish Coghill, Scottish Life 'This is a history as exciting and dramatic as the Border ballads themselves' - Cumberland
News 'a most compelling, thought-provoking and entertaining history' - The Herald Only one period in history is immediately, indelibly and
uniquely linked to the whole area of the Scottish and English Border country, and that is the time of the Reivers. Whenever anyone mentions
'Reiver', no-one hesitates to add 'Border'. It is an inextricable association, and rightly so. Nowhere else in Britain in the modern era, or indeed
in Europe, did civil order break down over such a wide area, or for such a long time. For more than a century the hoof-beats of countless
raiding parties drummed over the border. From Dumfriesshire to the high wastes of East Cumbria, from Roxburghshire to Redesdale, from
the lonely valley of Liddesdale to the fortress city of Carlisle, swords and spears spoke while the law remained silent. Fierce family loyalty
counted for everything while the rules of nationality counted for nothing.The whole range of the Cheviot Hills, its watershed ridges and the
river valleys which flowed out of them became the landscape of larceny while Maxwells, Grahams, Fenwicks, Carletons, Armstrongs and
Elliots rode hard and often for plunder. These were the Riding Times and in modern European history, they have no parallel. This book tells
the remarkable story of the Reivers and how they made the Borders.
As Lucas Beauchamp sits in jail after being accused of shooting a white man in cold blood, he asks his uncle, a lawyer, for help. The case
hinges upon the type of bullet killed the man—and Lucas swears if they dig up the body, it won’t be one that came from his gun. When his
uncle refuses to help him, two teenagers, along with a wily septuagenarian, take justice into their own hands. In Intruder in the Dust, (his
fourteenth novel,) author William Faulkner explores themes of social justice in the racially charged south, as the truth surrounding the murder
case finally comes to light. The character of Lucas Beauchamp was first introduced in the short story, “The Fire and the Heart,” included both
here and in the collection, Go Down, Moses. Intruder in the Dust was made into a feature film in 1949, and was shot in Faulkner’s home town
of Oxford, Mississippi. HarperPerennial Classics brings great works of literature to life in digital format, upholding the highest standards in
ebook production and celebrating reading in all its forms. Look for more titles in the HarperPerennial Classics collection to build your digital
library.

'Immensely readable derring-do in a terrifying vision of Scotland' - Sally Magnusson 'A gripping and atmospheric tale with a
powerful sense of place' - Kirsty Wark 'A gripping and emotional story' - Tom Conti 'Beautifully crafted – an exciting and moving
tale' - Alexander McCall Smith June 1945. Hitler has triumphed, Britain is under German occupation and America cowers under
the threat of nuclear attack. In the dead of night, a figure flits through the ruins of Dryburgh Abbey, searching for a hidden
document he knows could change the course of history. The journal he discovers, by a young soldier, David Erskine, records an
extraordinary story. When the Allies drive the Germans out of France and victory seems imminent, Erskine is in Antwerp, where he
witnesses a world-changing reversal of fortune. From a high vantage point, he watches a huge mushroom cloud rise over London:
an atomic bomb has been detonated by the Germans in a last desperate roll of the dice. Captor becomes captive and Erskine is
held as a POW in his own land. As the brutal grip of the occupying forces tightens, he is determined to join the resistance. A daring
escape leads him and his fianc e Katie on a breathless chase to the university town of St Andrews, where the Germans have
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established a secret research laboratory. When it becomes clear what its purpose is, David, Katie and their small, trusted band
must adopt a desperate and audacious plan to thwart Nazi domination . . .
A Fable tells the story of Corporal Stephen, an allegorical figure whose traitorous actions stop, briefly, fighting in a small part of the
front in France during the First World War. Told from various perspectives, A Fable explores the humanity of war and the nature of
power. Author William Faulkner considered A Fable to be his masterpiece, and laboured more than a decade on the manuscript.
The novel won both the Pulitzer Prize and the National Book Award, and is now considered one of the major works in Faulkner’s
canon. HarperPerennial Classics brings great works of literature to life in digital format, upholding the highest standards in ebook
production and celebrating reading in all its forms. Look for more titles in the HarperPerennial Classics collection to build your
digital library.
Shortlisted for the Walter Scott Prize for Historical Fiction 2014. 'One of the best historical novels of recent years, Greig dusts off
the past and presents it with tremendous skill' - Literary Review 'A Triumph of suspense' - Guardian Saltire Award-winning author
Andrew Greig reimagines the Border Ballad Fair Helen of Kirkconnel Lea as a dark romance and stirring adventure. Often called
the Scottish Romeo & Juliet, here it is re-presented as the source of an equally famed, more complex drama. The Scottish
Borderlands, 1590s Harry Langton is called back to the country of his childhood to aide an old friend, Adam Fleming, who believes
his life is in danger. He's fallen for Helen of Annandale and, in turn, fallen foul of her rival, Robert Bell: a man as violent as he is
influential. In a land where minor lairds vie for power and blood feuds are settled by the sword, Fleming faces a battle to win
Helen's hand. Entrusted as guard to the lovers' secret trysts, Langton is thrust into the middle of a dangerous triangle; and
discovers Helen is not so chaste as she is fair. But Langton has his own secrets to keep - and other friends to serve. Someone has
noticed his connections, and recruited him in their bid to control the hierarchy of the Border families; someone who would use
lovers as pawns in a game of war.
‘Alistair Moffat’s Bannockburn is a pacy account of the days leading up to the battle’ - Saturday Herald ‘A carefully considered
account of a well-trodden historical event, Moffat enlightens and educates with an up-to-date interpretation of a battle firmly
cemented in Scottish history’ - Scottish Field ‘Mr Moffat’s account of the duel between Bruce and de Bohun is totally gripping
and he is particularly enthralling about the councils of war onthe eve of the second day’s battle’ - Country Life From the Ice Age
to the recent Scottish Referendum, historian and author Alistair Moffat explores the history of the Scottish nation. As well as
focusing on key moments in the nation’s history such as the Battle of Bannockburn and the Jacobite Risings, Moffat also features
other episodes in history that are perhaps less well documented. From prehistoric timber halls to inventions and literature, Moffat’s
tale explores the drama of battle, change, loss and invention interspersed with the lives of ordinary Scottish folk, the men and
women who defined a nation.
A handy pocket sized guidebook for anyone planning to walk the Reivers Way. Follow in the footsteps of the border reivers on this
150 mile route running from Corbridge to Alnmouth. The reivers route wanders through wild and scenic parts of Northumberland,
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and can be walked in 9 days. The book also includes variants and alternative routes.
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